
  
Tree Removal Application 
For removing one to two trees of any type that have a 6” DBH or greater.  Mitigation may be required. 

• For requests to remove more than two trees with a 6” DBH or greater, please complete the Landscape Changes 
application for Minor landscape changes.  

One hard copy of the complete application package must be delivered to the IDC office for IDC review.  It is the 
homeowner’s responsibility to gather, print/supply the application requirements and to deliver the complete 
application package to the IDC office for the review.  Also, email the complete application in PDF format in one 
email for digital filing purposes.   

Date:  _____________________ 

Address:   _________________________________________________   Lot Number: ________________ 
 
Owner(s):  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone:    _____________________________               Email: ____________________________________ 
 
Contractor: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone:    _____________________________               Email: ____________________________________ 

Person Submitting Application:      □ Owner      □ Contractor 

Application Requirements: Included all requirements in the application package. 

_____ Provide photos of house from different views showing the tree to be removed and the  
           landscaping in the area surrounding the tree.   

_____ Identify location of the tree on the property & type of the tree. 

_____ Include any proposed plan with details for replacing the tree.  (Plant material, size & quantity.) 

_____ If the tree or one of the two trees you are requesting to remove is a protected tree that has a 16” 
 DBH or greater, submit the TOMP’s written permission allowing the removal and the tree mitigation 
 schedule if required by TOMP. 

_____ If the tree or one of the two trees you are requesting to remove is a protected tree with a 6”-15” DBH,    
            and is posing a threat to property or is diseased, submit a written letter from a certified Arborist  
            stating the reason why it is posing a threat and recommending that the tree should be removed. 

Provide details of why you want to remove the tree(s).    
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note:  Tree removals require an IDC review and possible mitigation.  The review can usually be done over email along with a 

field visit by the Landscape Architect instead of waiting to be reviewed at a scheduled IDC meeting. 

The I’On Code, Design Guidelines and applications can be found at www.ioncommunity.com  
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Review fee: $50.00 
Make checks payable to the I’On Assembly. 

IDC Permit ____________________ 
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